Victory Lighting
The heat and light
technology experts

Victory Lighting Ltd is a manufacturer and
supplier of lamps and fittings for lighting, heating
and industrial processing.
The company’s range literally covers the full
spectrum, from UV for curing and hygiene, through
LED light bulbs, to infrared sources for comfort heating
and industrial processing.
Established 25 years ago, Victory has a great deal of
experience and industry knowledge to offer its customers.
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Accredited
Victory Lighting is ISO 9001 accredited for both its business
in the UK and its production facility in China. The company
additionally operates under its own quality policy.
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Product information and datasheets: www.victorylighting.co.uk

Victory ‘Heatlight’ mobile infrared paint curing systems offer one of the most
cost-effective answers to automotive paint drying presently available. There is
a wide range of sizes and formats to cater for the smallest to the largest of jobs.
All dryers incorporate the latest technology in short-wave quartz lamps, allowing
quick, economical and convenient drying of primers, sealers, top coats, clear
lacquers and all water based products.

Applications
Victory Lighting products are used in a vast variety of applications, from domestic heating
to large industrial processing equipment. Here are some typical examples:

Infrared warehouse heating
In many situations it is not necessary to
heat the warehouse itself - just the people
in it. Victory infrared heating just heats
objects and people so does not waste
energy heating the structure and air.

Thermoforming
Victory has a range of products to supply
both long wave and medium wave infrared
heat for all manner of industrial heating
and thermoforming applications. The range
includes lamps in various formats as well
as ceramic or quartz heater elements.

PET manufacture
A range of linear quartz lamps created
specially for PET manufacturing. They
are available with a reflector option that
reduces heat loss to the rear, to
improve efficiency.

Curing and printing
Victory Lighting has a comprehensive range
of Infrared twin tube emitters and medium
pressure UV lamps for curing inks, paints,
adhesives and resins in many printing and
industrial applications.

Custom designed IR
Victory provides bespoke infrared modules and control systems for all kinds
of industries. Standard sizes are available from 1kW to 8kW and other sizes
can be made to order.
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